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History
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 In March 2018 the project Acumos AI was started at the Linux Foundation
 In 2019 the project AI4EU started to build the European AI on Demand Platform
 AI4EU decided to build the experimentation sub-system using Acumos AI
 Beginning of 2020, the AI4EU Experiments system was publicly avialable
 In the first half of 2021, the Linux Foundation decided to stop and archive Acumos AI
 AI4EU then decided to start a fork which is now Eclipse Graphene with many fundamental differences
 The initial release for Eclipse Graphene is now in the review process
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System Overview
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Graphene Portal
● Catalog
● Design Studio
● Deployment Services

Only links to docker images and data are stored 

Execution Environments 

Public Playground
       Kubernetes  

Company IT 
     Kubernetes 

Deployment

Deployment
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AI Model Catalog
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 Catalog of re-usable AI 
Modules

 Work in teams
 Support for commercial and 

open source licenses for 
models
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Compose AI Pipelines in the Design Studio
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 Trainingpipeline with Tensorboard Integration 

 Shared-folder concept

 Show matching models 

 Application Pipeline
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AI Playground
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 Execution Environment
 One-Click-Deployment
 Based on Kubernetes
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Container Specification for composable AI-Modules
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 Docker Container with additional properties
 public interface in protobuf / grpc
 optional Web-UI (highly recommended)
 No Lock-In: it continues to be a normal Docker container
 If done right, the same Docker container can be used across different execution environements (e.g. 

GPU or no GPU) 
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Orchestrator
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 The orchestrator executes the pipeline according to the topology file 
(generated by the design studio) 

 The orchestrator dispatches the messages among the nodes following 
the edges

 Thanks to protobuf/grpc the communication stubs can be generated on 
the fly

 Support for grpc streaming:
 Sensor-Input
 UI-Input
 Media-Streams
 The edges can be served in parallel

 Different orchestrator implementations possible
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Pipeline Definition (Topology)
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 A JSON-file which contains nodes and edges (technology neutral)
 Is generated by the Design Studio, but can be generated elsewhere (e.g. for AutoML)
 During deployment, the specific configurations for an execution environment are generated (MLOps)
 Different orchestrators are possible
 Shared Folder support
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Databroker
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 A Databroker is a shallow component that makes data available to the pipeline 
 Specific for an execution environment (e.g. company IT) 
 Can access the data source (credentials)
 Does not contain the dataset!
 We have already a prototype of an Eclipse Dataspace Connector  
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Graphene Roadmap
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 Support for recursive datastructures 
 Jupyter-Connect: one click deploy of a model along with a preconfigred Jupyterlab
 Benchmarking
 Reproducibilty
 Hybrid AI Pipelines
 Deploy to HPC
 AutoML
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Graphene Use Cases
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 General: Building ai-pipelines from re-usable ai-modules
 AI Research: model training, benchmarking, jupyter-connect
 Education: practical live demonstrations and student excercises in the playground
 MLOps: simplify deployment, training pipelines, data cleaning pipelines, can support many tools
 Model showcase, catalog (internal, external) 
 Application: let non ai-experts compose and deploy pipelines for thier business domains
 Collaboration: work in mixed teams on PoCs
 Automated certification 
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Useful Links
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 AI4EU Experiments: https://aiexp.ai4europe.eu/#/home
 Eclipse Graphene Project: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.graphene
 Eclispe Graphene Gitlab: https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/graphene
 Container Spec: https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/graphene/tutorials/-/tree/main/Container_Specification
 Tutorials: https://gitlab.eclipse.org/eclipse/graphene/tutorials
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